DR. CHRISTINE J. QUINN
Christine J. Quinn is a coach, facilitator, and speaker who engages in leadership development for higher
education professionals and teams. In her own words, “Nothing lights me up more than seeing the fruits of
our collaboration transform universities and colleges into healthy, thriving, organizations.
Christine has been through the best and the worst of times in higher education and
knows the impact of authenticity and collaboration.
Early in her career, Christine experienced the same frustrations that today’s leaders face.
Like many of them, her vision and ambitious pursuits were knocked down time and time again by imposter
syndrome-like symptoms of self-doubt, confusion about workplace politics and overworking to a fault.
She questioned why the big dream of meaningful change in her leadership functions was so hard to do.
This began to affect her personal life and eventually, her health. Work-life balance was non-existent until
a series of health challenges forced Christine to pause and re-evaluate her choices. Unable to work,
she reconnected with her inner purpose and refocused her energy to launch her own business. This
transformation led her to a life that she now loves. These days, Christine uses her experience and expertise
to co-create strategies that activate transformative success and ignite people with passion and purpose.
Having overcome all that, she’s been through in life and at work Christine is the full package coach,
consultant and facilitator who works with aspiring, current and future leaders in higher
education. Unique to Christine’s empathetic style, she helps her clients rediscover
their purpose, both in life and at work while holding a safe space for them to
flourish, realize their fullest potential and transform into authentic leaders who
achieve, engage and inspire.
Christine is a tenacious and resilient woman who uses all her successes
and setbacks to improve and transform her own life and the life of others.
She is a first-generation college graduate, a single mother of three, and
harnesses her 25+ years of university leadership experience to serve others.
When she is not immersed in the journey of her clients, Christine is looking
for opportunities to grow and learn. She is also passionate about her family
and spends time traveling with her husband, adult children and camping
with her grandchildren and the beloved family dog Koda. She enjoys the
outdoors, especially hiking and kayaking and spends time staying connected
to the Earth through her passion for pottery.
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